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Alt Text

In this presentation we will be exploring

 What alt text is 

 Why alt text is used

 Why it’s important to use it

 How to use it



What is Alt Text?

 Stands for alternative text.

 Also stands alt descriptions or alt attributes.

 It is used in HTML code to describe the function and 

appearance of an image on a page. It’s the text that’s 

added to the image’s HTML tag on a web page.





Why is Alt Text Used?

 The primary objective of using alt text on your 

webpage is to make the website accessible to visually 

impaired users – screen readers read the alt text to the 

user to understand what’s on the page.

 If an image file fails to load, the alt text will be 

displayed.

 Helps search engine crawlers properly index images by 

providing better image context or description.



Example of alt text being used in 

broken image/form button



Why is it Important to Use Alt Text?

 The initial reason why alt text became a core part of 

webpage design is to make it accessible to the visually 

impaired and enhance user experience– it’s used by 

screen readers to describe the image.

 Alt text can indirectly impact your SEO ranking. Using 

alt text helps search engine crawlers identify the image. 

Leaving it to the bot may result in the bot incorrectly 

identifying the image = ranking for the wrong keyword 

or not ranking at all.



How to Write a Good Alt Description

1. Be as specific as possible: after all alt text is there to describe 

the image to those who can’t see it.

2. Keep it at 125 characters (with spacing) long or shorter: this is 

the most screen readers will read.

3. Include your focus keyword: alt text is another opportunity to 

signal that your page is highly relevant for a specific 

keyword. If it makes sense to include it, try use it in at least 

one of the images on the page.

4. Avoid keyword stuffing: you will lose points for stuffing but not 

for poorly written alt text. Focus on descriptive alt text that 

gives context to the image and include your focus keyword.



How to Write a Good Alt Description 

cont.

5. Avoid using images to replace text: avoid including important 

content in images like infographics, for example, as bots can’t 

read them. If you have to use an image, explain what the 

image says in the alt text.

6. There’s no need to use “image of” in the alt text: it’s already 

assumed it’s an image.

7. The ‘longdesc=“” tag: for images that require longer 

descriptions, you can use the <longdesc=“”> code.

8. Don’t forget form buttons: if your webpage has call-to-action 

buttons, it should have an alt description that explains what its 

function is. 



Example of Properly Written Alt Text



Examples of Properly Written Alt Text

Okay alt text: “img scr=“online 

roulette” alt=“online royale

roulette”



Examples of Properly Written Alt Text

Okay alt text: <img scr=“online 

roulette” alt=“online royale

roulette”>

Better alt text: <img

src=“online roulette” 

alt=“online royale roulette 

table”>



Examples of Properly Written Alt Text

Okay alt text: <img scr=“online 

roulette” alt=“online royale

roulette”>

Better alt text: <img src=“online 

roulette” alt=“online royale

roulette table”>

Best alt text: <img src=“online 

roulette” alt=“microgaming

online royale roulette table”



So…

Slot game titled I, Zombie 

by Realtime Gaming. 

Based off what we’ve 

learnt, come up with a 

good alt description for this 

image that will be inserted 

into a slot review for an 

Australian website. The file 

name is “I Zombie slot 

game”.



Task

Best alt text: <img src=“I 

Zombie slot game” 

alt=“Realtime Gaming I 

Zombie pokie game reels”



In Summary

 Alt text or alternative text describes the function and 

appearance of an image on a page.

 Alt text or alt description is important for enhancing user 

experience, especially for visually impaired users.

 It also shows up when an image fails to load and helps 

search engine crawlers index images.

 Helps with SEO ranking by using the focus keyword you 

want the page to rank for.

 When writing alt text, keep it under 125 characters, be 

as descriptive as possible, and avoid keyword stuffing.
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